Kinetics of complementary RNA-RNA interaction involved in plasmid ColE1 copy number control.
Binding of a small antisense RNA (RNA I) to the primer transcript (RNA II) of plasmid ColE1 inhibits formation of primer for DNA polymerase I-mediated plasmid replication. It is thought that RNA I and RNA II transiently interact via their single-stranded loop regions to form an unstable complex that subsequently converts into a more stable complex by hybridization. Rom (or Rop) protein enhances the inhibitory effect of RNA I on replication by enhancing the binding of the two RNAs. In this paper, we develop a model for the kinetics of the RNA I-RNA II binding reaction, estimate the rate constants, and provide a quantitative description of the effects of Rom protein. We show that the reaction kinetics are consistent with a stepwise binding model in which Rom protein binds to RNA I and RNA II, while the RNAs are held together in a transient complex. Mutations that replace C.G pairs by T.A pairs in the RNA loop regions and thus display weaker hydrogen bonding between the loop regions should be associated with an increased rate of dissociation for the unstable complex. Our model predicts that such destabilization of the loop interactions leads to a greater enhancement in the binding rate by Rom protein. The available data support this prediction.